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Common Telecom Issues 
 in Disaster Scenarios 

Congestion at Cell Towers 

Damaged or Inoperable Cell Towers  

Damaged Cell Comm Links  

Single Points of Failure - Severed fiber 
optic cables



WiFi Calling Can Help
WiFi Calling is widely supported on smartphones and cell carrier networks  

WiFi Calling routes mobile phone traffic to your carrier’s voice and data networks through your 
broadband internet connection via your router  

WiFi Calling is a feature provided at no additional cost, is generally unmetered and is currently 
available 

WiFi calls bypass local cell phone towers and connect to your carrier’s network through your 
broadband internet connection 

WiFi Calling connects automatically when a mobile device is in range of any known network 
and is “preferred” 

Calls can be switched between cell and WiFi networks without interruption in many cases  

WiFi Calling uses your same phone number for calls and texts 

Calls and texts are transported as IP or internet traffic after the short hop to local cell tower 



Obstacles to  
Disaster WiFi Calling 

Most people have not enabled this feature on their mobile 
phone  

As the “preferred” connection, mobile phones will connect to 
WiFi even if there’s no internet connection  

Most people don’t have battery backup for their internet 
connection and router  

Most broadband internet connections share the same 
vulnerabilities (fiber optic cables) as carrier voice networks 
links 



How WiFi Calling Could 
Work in a Disaster Scenario 

Get residents to enable WiFi calling on their mobile devices  

Encourage residents to harden their broadband internet connection with 
battery backup  

Create WiFi guest networks at city facilities like the SusiQ , City Hall, the 
schools, etc. for use during emergencies  

Consider emerging broadband satellite internet services for backup 
communications links to the outside world (Starlink, One Web, etc) that operate 
in low earth orbit and offer performance that rivals terrestrial networks  

Consider mobile WiFi communications “crash carts” with satellite broadband 
internet connections to support voice and data comm at evacuation shelters 
and other impacted areas 



Links for More Info 
Disaster Issues For Cell Phone Networks

https://www.fastcompany.com/3008458/why-your-phone-doesnt-work-during-disasters-and-how-fix-it

https://www.cnet.com/news/can-we-count-on-cell-networks-in-disasters/

https://www.drj.com/articles/online-exclusive/when-communications-infrastructure-fails-during-a-disaster.html

https://www.networkcomputing.com/wireless-infrastructure/mobile-dependence-crippling-disaster-response

WiFi Calling Background Info 

https://www.cnet.com/news/what-is-wifi-calling-tmobile-verizon-att-google-fi-sprint-setup-faq/

https://venturebeat.com/2019/10/08/windows-10-testers-can-now-answer-android-phone-calls/

Satellite Broadband Internet Services 

https://spacenews.com/spacex-plans-to-start-offering-starlink-broadband-services-in-2020/

https://thenextweb.com/podium/2019/08/24/bezos-and-musks-satellite-internet-could-save-americans-30b-
a-year/
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